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subjectively prophetic vision by man, in which he beholds 
with the eye of the mind what is shut and hid from the eye 
of his body." From these premises Dr Kurtz goes on to argue 
tbat the pre-Adamic history of the past being theologically in 
the same category as the yet undeveloped history of the fu
ture, that record of its leading events which occurs in the 
Mosaic narrative is simply proplUJcy described backwards; 
and that, coming under the prophetic law, it ought, of con
seql.tence, to be subjected to the prophetic rule of exposition. 
There are some very ingenio1.1s reasonings employed in forti
fying this point ; and, after qttoting from Eicl1horn a passage 
to tl1e effect that the opening chapter in Genesis is m·uch 
l"ather a creative picture than a creative history, ancl from 
Ammon to the effect that the author of it evidently takes the 
position of a beholder of creation, the learned German con
cludes his general statement by remarking, that the scenes of 
the chapter are prophetic tableaux, each containing a leading 
phase of the drama of creation. "Before the eye of the seer,'' 
he says, " scene after scene is unfolded, until at length, in the 
seven of then1, the course of creation, in its main momenta, 
has been fully represented.'' The revelation has every cha
l"acteristic of prophecy by vision,-prophecy by eye-witness
ing ; and may be perhaps best understood by regarding it 
simply as an exhibition of the actual phenomena of creation 
presented to the mental eye of the prophet under the ordi
nary laws of perspective, and truthfully described by him in 
the simple language of his time. 

In 01.1r own . country a similar view has been taken by the 
author of a singularly ingenious little work which iss1.1ed 
abo11t two years ago from the press of Mr Constable of Edin
burgh, " The Mosaic Record in Harmony with the Geologi
cal''* The writer, however, exhibits, in dealing witl1 his sub-

.. Such is also the view taken by the author of a recently published work, 
" The Genesis of the Earth and of Man." " Christian philosophers have 
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